the rationale for Kathleen Jones' rather lackluster survey of B past 160 years. In her introduction, the author paints a bleak pic welfare, which remind her of an earlier age. The Thatcher gover curbs on spending and its forcing of the public sector to adopt s competitiveness, independence, and financial accountability hav writes, by the revival of nineteenth-century arguments about the role of the state in its alleviation. Britain has witnessed, she problems once thought banished by civilized society, notably th and the reliance on charity organizations to fill the gaps in state the lessons of the past are in danger of being forgotten-hence t Until the last few chapters, readers will find themselves on fa of state and local governments' responsibility for social services the Welfare State. In the author's own words, this "material has social historians" (p. xi) and so, apparently, it has deserved a footnotes. Marring the earlier chapters to some extent is an a early-nineteenth century political groups have essentially the same parties bearing similar names. The early Liberals, for instance, a Whigs.
Of much greater interest is the latter portion of the book, which wrought by the Conservatives over the last decade and the atte governments to come to grips with the problems of consumer diss and stifling bureaucracy without actually altering the basic fram system. The last chapter, on the 1980s, will particularly be welc the pace and complexity of the ongoing upheaval. Jones pro developments in a number of key areas-employment, local g Health Service, community care and the social services, socia education.
Much more space could have been devoted to some of these t pillar of the Welfare State, the National Health Service. Inde developed this whole section to advantage, providing greater insig radical shift in social policy and into the degree of controversy in There is a final section on the impact of change, which returns This means that their celebration of his career is roughly structured along the same lines as this particular study: essays on Renaissance writers followed by ones on Irish writings of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Edwards suggested, in a bold move, that it was productive to study these two historical periods in conjunction. He demonstrated not only the ways in which the later writings drew upon the earlier ones but also, more generally, how both historical moments were conditioned by the Protestant Reformation.
Although this volume reproduces the structure of Threshold of a Nation, there are perhaps inevitably some of Edwards's themes which are not developed. His secure sense of theatre history, difficult to recapture in short essays, is missing. More surprisingly, given the double-focus of these essays, there is no attempt to follow up his interesting but relatively brief comments on Renaissance representations of Ireland.
It is nevertheless a tribute to him that this volume finds some of its own directions. There are, for instance, three essays that concentrate on the poetry of the late eighteenth and earlier nineteenth centuries. Vincent Newey uses his meticulous knowledge of the politics of the period to suggest that even William Cowper's seemingly more detached poetry requires to be set in this context. R. A. Foakes writes well about Samuel Taylor Coleridge's love-hate relationship with Napoleon. Bernard Beattie offers an intricate, cleverly written account of the way in which Lord Byron, the alienated international tourist, is often at odds with Lord
